Compact subunithetic
semigroups have been studied in [3] and [4] , and related results can be found in [5] , [6] , and [7] .
The structure of compact subunithetic semigroups is completely determined in this paper by exhibiting a universal compact subunithetic semigroup in the continuous homomorphism sense and a universal compact unithetic semigroup in the embedding sense. Generalizations of some of the results of [4] to include nonabelian semigroups are obtained.
If S is a compact [uniquely] divisible semigroup and xES, then there exists a [unique] minimal compact divisible subsemigroup S(x) of 5 which contains x. Moreover, each such S(x) is subunithetic [unithetic] . Thus the study of the structure of compact subunithetic semigroups is essential to the study of compact divisible semigroups.
Notation.
The following notation will be used throughout this paper:
1. A = set of all positive integers; 2. Q = discrete additive semigroup of positive rationals; 3 The existence and uniqueness of the Bohr compactification can be obtained as a consequence of the adjoint functor theorem [8] . Related results can be found in [l] . The semigroup <£ is the Bohr compactification of the additive semigroup R of nonnegative reals with the usual topology, and 2* is the Bohr compactification of the group 2?U( -R). Both $ and 2* are unithetic. One of the most essential results in this paper is that 2*X(i> is the Bohr compactification of Q.
Lemma 1. Let A £2* and {pn} a sequence of positive prime integers such that (n+l)\<pn and pn+n<pn+x for each nEN. Then there exists gGS* such that {gllPn} converges to h.
Proof. We first prove this result for 2. Note that 2 is the projective limit of copies of the circle group with bonding sequence Since {n\/pn} converges to 0, it follows from the last inequality above that {g0/Pn} converges to ha. This proves the result for 2.
Let2a=2
ioraEL Then 2* = IJ {2«: otEl} ■ Let ira: 2*-+2a be the projection map, and ha = ira(h) for each a£i\ Then there exists g«G2a such that {g"/p"} converges to ha for each aEILet gG2* such that 7rQ(g) =ga for each a£J.
Then {g1/pn} converges to h, and the proof of the lemma is complete. [(g, x) ]. It follows that 2*X$ is unithetic, and that (g, x) is a unithetic generator of 2*X$.
Define /3: Q->2*X"£ by /3(r) = (i< x)r lor each rEQ-Then /3 is a homomorphism such that p\<2) is dense in the compact semigroup 2*X$. Let S be a compact subunithetic semigroup, e the identity of S, and/: Q->S a homomorphism such that f(Q) is dense in S. Then S contains a compact solenoidal subsemigroup T such that S = H(e)T [4, Theorem 2.2]. Define <p: H(e)XT-^S by <p(s, t) =st; sEH(e), tET. Then <p is a continuous onto homomorphism since 5 is abelian. Let SoEH(e) and toET such that 0(so, ^o)=/(l)-Then there exist continuous onto homomorphisms a: 2*->H(e) and X: 4>->r such that a(g) =s0 and X(x) =/0 [4].
is dense in 2*X*, /* has a unique extension to/*: 2X<£-►£, and /*/8=/. It follows that (2*X*, /3) is the Bohr compactification of Q. 
Corollary5.
Thesemigroup ((2*X/)/(2*X {o}))X2* is unithetic. . <t>XP (2* X /) 5 -> (S/K) X K-> -^-;--X 2*-»--r X 2* (H(l) X {0}) (2* X |0})
defines the desired injection, and the proof of the theorem is complete.
